Arneg
is a global commercial refrigeration
manufacturer headquartered in Padua Italy,
with 2,900 employees across 21 manufacturing
plants and 18 international offices in 5
continents.
The company designs and equips supermarkets
with refrigeration systems, refrigerated cabinets,
cold rooms, heavy duty furniture and checkout
counters.
In FY20, Arneg generated revenues of more than
€800m.

The layout and design of every supermarket is unique and requires
a complete custom build. The size and specification of each
cabinet must be individually configured and meet customer needs
and local regulatory compliance standards which differ by country.
As a result, getting a quote requires a detailed solution design.
Arneg relied on a limited number of highly skilled solution engineers
with deep product and design knowledge to produce a quote.
Quotes were very time consuming and dependent upon the
availability of these expert resources, resulting in higher Customer
Acquisition Costs (CAC) and long sales cycles.

Arneg then faced the operational challenge of
producing a bill of materials from the quote
that could be inventoried and fulfilled by the
ERP platform.
Managing this process required a similar level
of expertise — incurring a further operational
bottleneck.

Specification changes or configuration errors
amplified this complexity. Arneg’s ability to
execute and drive revenue growth was
constrained by operational bandwidth.

Finally, Arneg has a large number of
distribution partners and sales agents across
the world who were subject to the same
quote generation and product configuration
complexity challenges.

Solution
In 2005, Arneg deployed the XpertRule
Viabl platform to implement a solution
named QUASAR (QUotation ASsistant for
ARneg) to capture and automate the
knowledge and decisions required to create
a full design specification and produce a
quote.

This platform industrialised the entire
quotation process without compromising
on Arneg’s core differentiator to provide
fully customised solutions.

Using Viabl’s extensible web-API connectors, they were able to integrate QUASAR with the ERP
platform to completely automated order entry processing of confirmed quotations.
In 2009 Arneg extended the QUASAR
system to the partner distribution
network, enabling their sales engineers
to configure solutions and produce
quotes using exactly the same
mechanism as internal resources.
The distribution network immediately
fed back that the availability of the
platform had radically improved the
ease of doing business with Arneg.

Business Impact
Sales cycle shortened by 50%. By automating the
decisions required to configure the solution and
automating the order entry process:
a quote and bill of materials could be produced
rapidly, and;
less experienced solution engineers were now
able to produce quotes.
Since implementation, Arneg have seen a drastic reduction in errors and an increased ability to
execute the process by staff with reduced specific technical skills.
Because Viabl empowers people to manage increasingly complex work, its adoption has positively
impacted organizational culture. QUASAR has enabled Arneg to engage with, and nurture the next
generation of talent, building a sense of momentum and increasing employee engagement.

Simultaneously, the platform has enabled the protection
and preservation of mission-critical intellectual property,
by consolidating and capturing this decisioning knowledge
on the Viabl platform.

By providing the distributors and branch offices with direct
access to the solution, Arneg has significantly improved
the partner and customer experience.

